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16.Abstract Imagery from the first Earth Resources Technology Satellite was- used
to discriminate -physical. features of drainage basins in an effort to improv
equations used to estimate streamfl.ott.characteristics.
Records of 20 gaged basins in Maryland and Delaware were analyzed far
40 statist^.ca1 streamf low characteristics. Equations relating those. char-
acteristics to bas^.n characteristics were obtained by^a technique of mul-
tiple linear regression. A coni;rol group of equations used basin character
istics derived from maps. An experimental, group of equations used basin
characteristics derived from maps and ima^,ery. Comparison of control group
equations with those froth the experimental. group reveals that for 12 out .of
40 equations the standard error of es^.imate was reduced more than 1D per--
cent. As an example, the standard er'^or of estimate of the equation for the
5-year recurrence--interval flood peak was . reduced from 4^ to 32 percent.
Similarly, the standard error of the equation for the mean monthly flow for
September was xeduced from 32 to 24 percent, the standard error for the
7--day, 2--year recurrence .
 law flow was reduced from 135 to 102 percent s and
the standard error .for the 3-day, 2--year flood volume was reduced from 30
to l2 percent.
It is con.cluded.^hat data from Landsat imagery can substantially im-
prove the accuracy of estimates of some streamflow characteristics at sites
in -the Delmarva Peninsula.
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PREFACE
^	 .;
i,
^:c	 The image analy.s^.s phase of this investigation -,ias resigned to use
the time-lapse analysis capabilities of ESIAC (Elects+^nic Satellite
Image Analysis. Console) at Lhe Sta^aford Research Institute.	 This.equip-
ment was Meing uesxgned and tested under-NASA Contract NAS 5-21$^l Cori-
currently frith .this inves^tigativn. 	 In addition, this investigation used
the photographic e^ctractians of basin _characteristics being p^^a^'^uced
from satellite imagery by the Topographic Division, U.S. Geological
i
Survey, as part of a thematic atap ring investigation under NASA Cr•t^tract
.	 5--70243 AG. i
The objective of the investigation was to test two hypotheses.
First, it was postulated that- inrices of ,3ynamic basin characteristics
3
could be extracted from imagery acquired by the Earth . Resources Technology
.	 Satellite (now Landsat). 	 Second, it was postulated that these indices
could be used quantitatively to improve equations-far estimating streem-
>^
^
flow characteristics.	 .
In order to test the hypothesis that basin characteristics derived
from Landsat imagery can be used to improve equations fax esti:matXng streau^-
flow, it was necessary first to extract - the data from the. imagery and
then tq use the .data in a simple analytic experiment. 	 Several techniques
Caere tried for accurately extracting and measuring basin characteristics; ^
some Caere representative of state--vf-the-art at the dine they were tried.
E
The analytic experiment: a.nvolved computing-and comparing ttao sets of
multiple linear regression agitations, where one set contained basin char- i
:	 acteristics derived from Landsat imagery. 	 This analytic e^tpepiment taus can-A ;.
-	 ;.}
sidered the primary objective limiting the scope of work. <<.
^
^
.I
,
..	
-	
-	 -
-	 --
;.
^Tt-^is concluded that some basin characteristics can.be extracted
^ :'=
iii.	 easily' from a single set of Landsat ^.magery with the^ . a^.d of multispectral
image analysis systems that employ film density discrimination techniques
i	 on1y. -Twa.of the easily-extracted bas^.n cha^'acteristics can'be used to
substantially improve - th^a accuracy of equations used to estimate 12 out
of 40^tatxeamflaw characteristics for streams on the Delmarve Peninsula of.
DelaYaare, Maryland, and^Virgi.nia. This imprvve.d accuracy could allaW
a reduction in effort needed to collect data that .is used L-o define these
streamflaw characteristics at gaged sites. The savings i^ manpotaer-and
-	 money could be ?pplied tv meeting other cvxrent and antic^.gated data
needs.
^Tew image analysis techniques need to be tested as totheir capabil--
iti^.s far operational. output of basin characteristics data. Techniques
using digital data from computer compatible tapes are a likely source.of
data fox expanding the matrices used tv develop better. equations far
estimating streamflow. 	 ^	 -
.	 Considex'ation might be given to testing basin chara.cterist^_cs derived
from satellite data for itt^prvving estima-tes of streamfl.ow zn other phy-
Biographic regions in the nation.
Consideration might -also be given to fhd possibility of applying
;.
results of this investigation nationally by devel,vping an 'expanded basin
characteristics file. for correlation with the national. streamflaw data.
^	
files.
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^,^^	 factors fo1 converting English units to metric units-are shown to four
^-- i	 i
i
'	 significant figures.
	 However, in the text the metric equivalents are
r
•	 shown only :to the number of significant ,figures consistent with the
values far the English units.
p
f
En Zz.sh Multiply by Metric
^	 ft3/s^. 2.832 x IOrZ m3/s
{cubic feet per second) (cubic metres per second)
f t {feet)i 3.048 x 10^" 1 m (metres)
^	 in (inches) 2..540 x 10+1 inm rmi^.limetres}
mi (miles) 1.609 km (kilometres}
isti2 (square miles) 2.590 icmZ (square kilometres)
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ufPRQVING ESTIMATES OF STREAMFLO[d CH^RI^CTERISTICS
i ^^	 USING LAN^l5AT=1 (ERTS^-1} IMAGERY -	 ,
4- a
By Este I', Hollyday, Nashville, TN. 	 ^	 ^
.	 ^	 ^	 -
	
Wor1c done in cooperation with the National. Aeronautics 	 6
E	
-	
and Space Administration 	 -
f	 ^
a	 Abstract .--Imagery from , khe first Earth Resources Technology*
^	 y
5akellite (renamed Landsat^-1) ^c+ras used to discriminate physical. features
{	 of drainage Lasins in an effort to improve equations used ko estimate i
i
streamflow cbaracteristics at gaged and ungaged sites. Records of 20
gaged basins in the Delmarva Peninsula of Maryland, Delaware, and
Virginia ware analyzed fox !^0 statistical streamflow characteristics.
• Equations relating these characteristics to basin characteristics were
a
obtained by a technique of multiple linear regression. A control. group
of equations contains basin characteristics derived from maps. An exper-
imental group of equations contains basin characteristics derived from
,i
bokh maps and imagery. Characterist^.cs from . imagery were forest, riparian
(stream--bank) vegekation, water, and combined agricultural and urban land
use. These basin clzaxacteri.stics were isolated photographically by tech--
.	 piques of film-density discrimination. The area of each characteristic
in each basin was measured phatametr^.cally.
.:
f
E
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1
,^
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Comparison of equations in the control group with corresponding equa-
tions in the experimental group reveals that for 12 out of 40 equations
the standard error of estimate was reduced by more .than IO percent. As
an example,. the standard error of ^st^.mate of the Pquation far the 5-year
recurrence-interval flood peak was reduced from 46 to 32 percent. Sim-
ilarly, the standard error of the equation far the mean monthly flaw for
September was reduced from 32 to 2^+ percent, the standard error for the
7-day, 2-year recurrence .law flow as reduced from l36 to IO2 percent, and
the standard error - for the 3-day, 2-year .flood volume c+ras reduced from 30
to l2 percent.	 ^	 .
It is concluded that data from handsat imagery can substantially-
improve the. accuracy of estimates of some streamflaw characteristics
at sites in the Delmarva i'eninsula,
INTRODUCTION
Nationally the U.S. Geological Survey operates more than 10,000
stations that are used for gaging stxeainf^.ow. Records o^f stage collected
continuously at gaging - stations are converted to streamflaw and are pub-
lished annually. These data are useful to planners, engineers, and water
ana ers for des, nin waf er su I reservoirs controllin ollution	 '
.^► 	 g	 g	 g	 ppY	 ^	 gp
designing bridges, managing flood plains, forecasting and managing floods,
producing pnT•*BX, anal designing and maintaining navigation facilities.
Thy purpose of this in'vestigat.ion is tv determine if imagery from handsat
can improve on one aspect of this program, - namely regionalization of
stxeamflow inf6rmation, or the transfer of streamflow recarcls from gaged	 {
to unpaged sites.
,.	 '	 "	 ,
i
	r	 '
In ].970 the. Survey niCiated a study to evaluate the natiatta^. streamflaw
i
	i^^	 data program which had evolved aver the previous 80 years (Benson and
	
^. t
	 .
Carter, ].973). existing data were evaluated xn terms.af newly-est^aUlished
goals, and a proposal for cantitivation of a revised program teas released
to the open file (rorrest and Walker, 1970}. 	 ^	 .
^	 _	 I
f	 ^	 I
1
^°
I
t;,
As.patt of this evaluation, the retards for each gage on unregulated 	 ,
;.
^•'j i	 streams were analyzed to derive.statistical measures^of flaw termed
streamflow characteristics, which include average flows, variability i.n
•
average flows, flood peaks, flood volumes, and low flows. Using multiple
i
linear regression techniques the streamflow characteristics were then
correlated with basin characteristics, which are selected physiographi.c
and climatic features of the corresponding drainage basins. This regres-
sion analysis was done i.n pant to transfer the streamflow records from
gaged to ungaged sites, and in part to evaluate the record. .The statis-
tical model that was used is:	 •
b(1)	 b(2)	 b(n},
i
where Y is a streamflow characteristic, X(1) to X{n) are basin char-
acteristics, and a, b{1} to b(n) are the regression .constant and
coefficients.
The equations sa generated were used to determine data collection
a
needs by comparing the accuracy of the equations with the accuracy goals
_	 specified for estimates of flow characteristics at ungaged sites. These
accuracy goals were given in terms of equivalent years of xecord. This 	 ?^
.means it was specified that i.nfoxmation provided for-any ungaged- paint
9
on a_stream should be equivalent. in accuracy to . that which taould.have
,` been attained by an actualrecord Qf a selected. number of years (10 or 25}
at that point. Accuracy .goals .in terms of equivalent years of record	 ',
in a given state or .region were converted to standard - error in percent
of mean using the :methods described by Hardison {199):. Independent	 ^
of specifyi^tg these - accuracy goals, a value called the Standard error off.
i
,	 ^	 estimate, was computed for each regression equati.an. r
i{
-5--
This value is a general index of the accuracy of estimates obtained by
;..
^'t	 use of the equaki^an. By compar^.ng the standard error of estimate of
each streamflow characteristic with the accuracy goal for that ehar-
ackeriskic,. it was passible to judge the degree ka which some goals
I
fhad already been ach^.eved by ex^.st^ng data and to 3udge the need or con-
tinued data colleckiar. According to the concepts used in the eva1--
uatian study (Benson .and Carter, 1973), about lQ percent of the present
streamflow program effort should be redirected to areas of higher
priority.
i^.
ti
S^.nce 1970 the sti
''''^^	 xca11	 and this inve;^..c
	 Y
effort in that it test
ari estimates of strewn
i
derived from Landsat ^
.ata program is . being reevaluated peri^ad-
	 ,
.s pexL• inent td the continuing evaluation r.
.ct of add^.tional basin characteristics 	 '.
^ct:era,stics. If . basin ^ characteristics
^ded tv an equation. and if this addition
lkk .`iklL:ll cF. LC..S C, CR LCLL LLL: L...l.V L1 1-ki C1.1.V.LL LV L.:U:L^.Ci=L_ LLC.Ld ULl LLitLL 1:11^.A.GL.LC1.-
istic would be a.n order. In this way,:additian.al basin character^.stics
derived from satella.te data could have a substantial ^.mpact an the stream-
flow in^ormatian program.
The basin characteristics used in. the regressz.an. analysis that was
part of the evaluation were Compiled from U.S. Geological. Survey tapograp- 	 I
is maps and from National Weather Sexv.^.ce Clianatalog.i.cal Data. The maps
s
are not the most suitable source of information an basin characteristics.
i
The maps vary in scale and detail; they also vary in age of photography 	 ^
3	 used for compiling land.-cover infar►nat^.a^s.. In order to have maximum
ground visibility,mapp^.ng.phatograghy ^.s usua:lly taken in early spring.
before leafing-out of trees wh:i.ch generally coincides with cond^.tians of
high water an. the eastern. half of t:i^e nation.. The scale i.s commonly 	 - ^
1: 20, O^JU or about 3 mi (5 lau) on a photogra}^h edge.	 j
i
^6-
_^--
ir _-..	 -
^,
3{
''	 On July 23; 1472, the FT.S. Nat:ianal Aeronautics and Space Admire°
	 ^	 ._
^ ,;7	 istratian (NASA) launched the fixst earth Ttesources' . Technology Satellite
c- t r
(renamed Landsat-^.) capable of repea.tedJ,y and uniformly .imaging the
earth: The opportunity is presented.to
 evaluate basin characteristics
extracted from satellite images. Although the resolution of the Landsat-^.
system cannot couppare taith standard mapping photography, several advan--
pages are foreseen in using^Landsat imagery as a snurCe of basin chFr-
acteristics rather than topographic.maps or the photographs fram tahzch
they were compz.led. Landsat can provideseasonal information on ].and-
cover Conditions rather than early spring conditions pnly. A single
Landsat image covers an area of 13,200 mi l {34,200 1cm2a or 115 mi (1$5 km) 	 ^
on an image edge. The view has nearly uniform lighting candi^.ians allowing 	 j
^^
more uniform application of .cri.teria for extracting laasin characteristics
than a photographic. mosaic of comparable coverage. An interpreter` can
select those characteristics believed to be mast closely related to hydrol-- 	 `'
ogy rather than accepting .
 .the standard cultural informatzvn on topographic	 -^
maps.
Many previous applications of Landsat zmagery to water problems have	 `,
emphasized the inventory ar mapping of-land-Cover types or conditions
that should be related to hydralagy. This investigation sought to test
quantitatively the inferred relationships between st>:eamflow and selected
land-cover types. This repart describes results of testing the hypotheses
that hpdrogically-significant basin characteristics can be extracted from 	 `
Landsat-1 imagery, and. tha:i:. these characteristics can be used quantitative--
ly to improve equations far estimating streamflow characteristics.
`.
i'HYSIDGRAFHY D^ STUnY AitEA
s-j . ^	 The study area selected fox"testing Landsat imagery in this investi^-c_..c j
gativn encompasses most of the De7.marva^Peninsula and pait of the adjacent
mainland covered by Landsat-^. image x.079--1^^.33 and succeeding images with
comparable coverage (fig. l). The area lies iaithi^ the Central Atlantic
A
figure 1,--(caption an next page) belvags near hare..
Regional Bcolvgical Test Site (CARBTS) of the U.S. Geological Survey.
It is part of the Chesapeake Bay group of Landsat investigations funded
by the Nati.vnal Aeronautics and Space Administ^'ativn.
..Twenty gaged dxainage basins were selected taxthin the study area
(table 1}. Drainage areas xaxtge from 3.85 mil (9,97 lcm2 ) to 113 mil
(293 laaz ) and average 2^. G mil (G3.7 1an2} , r'rom 11 tv 31 years of
stxeamfloca data were available fox each gage when the data were eval-
uated in 1970.	 .
Mean annual precipitation ranges from G^6 in (1170 mm) to 48 in
0.220 mm). Mean annual temperature ranges from 12 °to 14°C, and ex-
tremes axe moderated by nearby Chesageal^.e Bay. anal Atlantic Ocean..
Dw:xng winter there 3s a . 45 percent proUabi].ity that the area will be
.cloud. covered. during a satellite overpass, By using parts from as many
as five successive images v^ the-same scene, however, complete coverage
i
each season is practically assured.
r8-
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Table I.--Gaging stations (drainage basins) used in multiple regression analysis.
3I. S. G.S. Drainage
station Stat3.on name area, Pexiad of
number Latitude Longitude in rni? renazd.analyzed
	 j
02483200 B1acklsird Greek at Blackhixd, Del. 392258 475^±4Z4 3.85 2956-67; Annual max. 3.952-56
41483540.. I.eipaic 3tivar near Cheswold, DeZ. 391358 0753757 9.35. 1933; 1943-57; Annual max. 2958-67
414$4340 Sawbridge Branch near Piilton, Del. 384853. 0751939 7.06 1956-67
01484540 Stiock].ey Branch aC 5tocl^ley, Del. 383829 D75Z43Z 5.24 1943-67
014$5 ,004 - : Pocamoke River near ^^iillards, Tid. 382320 0751534 60 . 5 1949-67
. 01485500 Nassawango Cre@k near Snow Fiii.1, rid. 381344 07528.19 44.9 2949-67
I^ 01486000 ^[anokin Branch near Princess Anne,. rid. 381250 075403.8 5.8 1951-67
f Oi486500 IIeaverdam Creek near SaJ.ishuxy, t[d, 382105 4753421 19.5 1936-67
'01487000 Nanticoke River near IIxidgaville, Ae1. 384345 0753341 75.4 2943-G7
01487500 2ra^i Pand Outlet near Lauxe3_, Del: 3$3140 ,0752858 16.7	 ^ 1951-67
^L 01488500: ^iarshyhupe Creek Haar AdAmsville, Del. 385059 D7S4424 G4.8 1943-G7
014f^9444 k'aulknex Axanch at I+ederalsbuzg, Md. 384244 0754734 7.10 1950-	 •
'01494400 Chicamacomico Rivex near Salem, Mrl.. 383045 4755254 15.0 1951-q
^
41492000 Choptank River near Greensboro, Md. 385950. 0754749 13.3 1948-
*"'^	 ^ ` 01492400 Beavexdam	 at AfatChews, rid. -. sranch 384841 0755815 5.85 3,950-
^c'^`'' 01^i92504 Sa113e Harxis Greek near Carmichae3., Pid. 385755 0764630 8.09 1951-56; Annual max. 1957-67
.:.
^~
^;^^
01493000 37n1cozn Branch neax Pi1111ngtun, Tid. 391454 075514 q 22..3 1948-67
^t	 ^ .i
- D149350b tForgan Creek near lCennedyvllZe, t[d. 391648 076005!+ 20.5
^	 _
3.953.-67
^ r
^^ 4149^i600 Southeast Creek ar Church NiI1, rid. 394757 0755851 12.5 2951-56, Annual max. 1957-•65
^-+ s^ _, . 03579000 Basin Itun at Liberty Grove, rid: 393930 0760614 5.32 1948-•58; Annual max. 3.965-67 	 '^-----^-^
r
ti
The basin fax: station number 0.1579000 lies within the Piedmont
^•^'^^	 PlaL-eau physiographic pravance;.all other basins are situated on the 	 ,
^.. s
	 , j
Peninsula _within the Atlantic Coastal Plain province: This gart^of the
.	 Coastal Plain is a flat, low almost futureless plain. ^ Maximum eleva-
lions throughout the Peninsula rarely exceed $0 feet (^4 m) above mean
^	 -.
sea level. Maximum elevations is the Piedmont may exceed. 400 feet (120 m)
near the north_ end .of. the PeixansuJ.a. Relief within any one square mile
may have a value as. much as half the . .local maximum elevation. The shore--
lane of the Peninsula is extremely braken and sinuous along the
Chesapeake Bay and. is characterized by very small relief and tidal
.marshes. The shore pf the Atlantic Ocean is composed of along lane of
harrier beaches t^rith lagoons on the landward side. All gag^.ng stations 	 t
^,
era' Located away from the shore and above. tidal influence. The Coastal
Plain is under3.an by a ser^.es of southeasterly dapping layers of uncon-
solidated sand-and clay with a subordinate amount. of gravel. These 	 ^
-layers overlie the weathered .crystall^.ne rack of the Paedmant and thicken
to the southeast from tb:e narth^aest edge of . the . Coastal Plain.- Thane
materials are.draaned by.sluggis.li rivers,. many of . ^vhach have .been ar
are being channeliz^d .alcove tide water - for the purpose of improving:
the drainage off.agricultural land. s
,.
1
.^	 -11-	
_	
a
^.
i
_^
	^3ef'.are colonial time, the area was completely covered iaa.th forest. 	 ^	 ^
^^^^	 a 'ed throe hout histvx^;^	 The amount of land cleared for agriculture has v x^. 	 g	 y	 ;
F;
Currently, second-- and third-growth forest is largely restricted to 	 '^
1
river flood plains, swamps, and wet upland depressions.-in tha nvtthern
two--thirds of the area and also tv^state forest preser^res in the southern
one--third of the area. Upland forest is composed p^-edvminantly of pine, 	 +'
mostly Virginia pine in the northern part of the Peninsula and loblolly 	 J^
i
pine in the south. lowland areas have a distinctive swamp hardcaood 	 3
9
-	
Y
forest composed of pin, willow, and swamp aalc, red and black .gum, red 	 3
maple, river birch, yellow poplar, sycamore, beech, and walnut (Vakes,
'^
1957). Permanently--flooded or tidal, fresh-water areas in the south
^^	 have extensive stands of.bald cypress. Agricultural land in the northern
i half of the study axea, is used predominantly for dairy farming, live--
stock, .and feed grain, particu3.arly corn.. In the southern half it is
used for truck farming and poultry production.
_^i,'
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Levu. l land use (Anderson and others, 1972} w^.th^.^x the 2D selected
drainage basins was predominantly forest and agriculture in 3.970 with
the latter category be^.ng most common. in^ the northern half of the study
area (^, ,T'. Pluhawslci, written commun. 1974) ..
Level l land--use	 Land use within basins, in percent
category	 range	 .•	 average
Urban and-built up 	 0.0 -- 5.l	 0,5
Agriculture.	 ^.	 20.2 - 96.2	 58.4
Forest	 ^ 3.S - 79.6	 40.9
Water	 0.0 - 0.8	 0.3.
LANASAT-1
Landsat-1 is an experimental satellite far demonstrating that remote
sensing from space with un.-nanz^.ed satellites is feasible and . can provide - 	'^
valuable data to assist efficient manageinenC of water and other earth 	 r
resources (Nati.onal Aeronautics and Space Administration, 3.972},
Although the satellite t+^as launched in ,Tiny 1972 taith.a design s life of
l year, it - has continued to provide imagery and to relay data through
3une 1975. In order. to allow systematic, repetitive imaging of the. 	 ^
Y
Earth under nearly constant lighting conditions, it rocs launched and
maneuvered into a circular, near-polar orbit that alla^as the satellite to
repeat its ground trace at the-same local solar time every ZS days. 	 ;
This is 0942 hours at the equator and about 10 mutes earlier fo g: most
of the lower 48 states and Hawaii.
-13.-
.	
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"^	 The,sa^ellite contains two • multispectral imaging systems, a data
	 •
E4°i	 relay system, and support systems: The Multispectral Scanner (MSS) isF. s
a ^.ine scanning device with arrayed detectors rather _ than film or sense.-,
tined-phosphor plates. It detects daylight. ^ solar energy reflected from
,the ^axth^s surface in the v^.sible and- - near (non-theri^al) . infxared region
of the spectrum... This energy passes through a single optica3. .sys^em
Chat allows it to be recorded in four spatially-registered spectral bands.	 ^
	
Multi:spectral Scanner
	 ^	 Wavelength, in
band
	 micrametres
_	
^	 ^^
•	 5	 ^	 O.b - 0.7
a
6	 0.7 - 0.8
^	 7	 0.8 - 1.1
The human eye is sensitive town 0.4 to 0.7 micrometre Wavelength band. 	 -
The satellite system scans from west to east at right angles to the path
of travel: Fa.xward motian of the satel^:ite prnvideS continuaus caverage
along the qrbxtal track. The detector response is sampled, bit encoded,
and.'trans^itted to a ground station: I)ux'.ing image processing, the can-
3
tinuous datastream is ].acated geographically, cnxrected geo:neCrically
and radiometrically, and framed to produce a 55-mm image on . 70-mm film.
each frame covers an area of 34,200 lan2 . Further processing provides a
variety of products and formats including blacit and white or color-com- 	 .
posite images with a scale of 1:1,000,x00 on 9--1 /2-inch (240-mm) film.
each image has 10--percent forward lap with immediately previous and
s	
succeeding images and about 20 percent side-lap for imagery of most of
the nation. Spatial resolution for-the images averages about 80 m, -but	 ^ ,
may be.considetably high^:r oz dower depending upon scene contrast:
1^
i	 -	 _.
l	
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I3ASTN . CI^RACTERLSTICS
CHAIiAGTERIS^.'ICS ^PItOM LAI^ASA^ IMAGERY	 .
S^ectxal Reflectance p
A basin characteristic observed^in Taandsat imagery absorbs and re^
	 -
Elects so^.ar radiation in its awn. way. the incoming solar radiation
stril^ing an object tray be compared with the resulting outgoing or ^e-
Elected radiation for- small-increments of wavelength. The resulting
data can be used to produce spectral reflectance curves for the selected
object (fig. 2}. Dry snota reflects greater than 50 percent and-clear
Figure 2.--(caption on next page) belongs near here.
water reflects less than 10 percent of solar radiation over the band
	 ^	 r
s
width 0.3 to 1.1 micrvtnetres. As a result dry snow appears very bright 	 ^ $
..	 1
in cloud-free imagery for all four MSS bands, and water appears very 	 '^
dark, especially in bands 6 and 7. Co1ar films that have emulsion
layers sensitive to blue, green, and red light in the visible spectrum
portray forest as green because maximum reflected sv3.ar radiation occurs
i ^7
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In theoxy, a specif is bas^.n characteristic can be isolated in
i..^	 Landsat imagery-from others by^.comparing film densities (which are re-
^^^
G . s
fated to spectral reflectance); however, difficulties are .frequently
encountered when attempts are made tb^isolate a characteristic using
film densities only. T'or a variety of reasons tli^re-may be significant
	
i
overlap among sgectra^. euxves. ^o^ example, a thin cloud cover between
ground and satellite tends to increase the ,apparent spectral reflectance
.^	 of all terrain features. ln. this way water with a thin cloud cover may
	
3
i
easily be confused with asphalt in another part of the same .scene cohere
	 ^^
there is no cloud cover, Suspended sediment also increases the spectral
reflectance of teeter. Thus water with sediment may he confused crith
asphalt in coastal cities even in cloud-free imagery, Conversely, shadvtr
from either cloud ar terrain tends to decrease the apparent spectral ref lac-
fence. Zn th^.s way, _asphalt - in shadoca may be confused wi +=.h water in open
sunlight. In addition to theca problems of isolating a specific basin
	 '	 ',
characteristic in a single Landsat image, seasonally, the angle of solar
illuminat^.vn changes, l:rees lose yr gain their leaves, and soil. moisture
	 ',
varies. Accordingly, criteria for isolating basin characterist^.cs Must
also change fxom scene. to scene throughout the year.
These difficulties lizriit the success of isolating a basin character--
istic - that has been selected solely an the bass of hydrologic signifi-
,:
canoe, Some preselected cl^aracterisUics do not Nava a unique spectra].
response - that is always detectable caith the Landsat system. As a result
i
the selection of basin characteristics to be derived from Landsat imagery.
is aprocess involving compromise between. hydrologic significance and.
...
^..	 ease of extraction..
E	
_	
^
E	 ?,
-1T-
s
f	 '.
_..^	 -	 ,.
	'	 3
SelectEa basin Characteristics 	 .
	
'a	
^	
^	
...
	
^,^^	 Tour basin characteristics , were finally selected after giving con-
E. -i,
sideration' to hydrologic significance, ease .of extract^:on,.. and availabil--
ity of hydrologic and remote-sens^,ng.data a.n the study area._ Elie faux
3
characteristics and their symbo3, designations are:'< forest (Uf}^, water-
(Uw) , a:^.par^.an vegetation (Urv) , .and combined agricultural and urban ].and
-	
_.
use (Uau}.	
..
.
	
	
I^'arest (Uf) is the relative area of a drainage basin. that is . covered	 ^
by trees, expressed in percentage of total bas^.n area. In the study area
^.	 ^	
-
^	 this includes upland pine forest as hell as lowland, swamp hardwood forest.j
{	 Tarest appears to affect streamflow indirectly by affecting rates of
^I 	 evapotranspizati.an, precipitation interceptS.an, and the accumulation and
j
.	
melting of snow. Taxest cover was found signifxcan^ at no Mess than the
5 percent level in estimating 19 out of 41 stxeamflow characteristics
(Torrent and Wa.11cei, 1970). Toxest has a unique spectral. response detect--
able with the Landsat system. 	 .
Water {Uw) is the relative area of a drainage basin that is covered	 i,
by a water sutface viszb^.e from ^:bove, expressed xn percentage of. total
basin area. In the study area it is the, area of mill ponds, industrial
. waste lagoons, and flooded.fieldt;. Water is a measure of .surface water
storage-which affects evaporation, peak flows for short-- and intermediate--
recurrence intervals; and low flows o^.natuxal streams. Storage was
.found significant a^ no less . than the 5 percent level ^.n estimati.ng 2 	 '
oui:._:of 4-1 streamflaw ehaxacteristics (Forrsst and j±]alkez, 1970).. ^.;lear
tooter has a unique spectral response that, is easily detected w^.th the
4 I,andsat. "system:
t	
.
I
-]_8-
i^_
Riparian vegetation (Urv)' is the relative area of a drainage basin
t.
=i	 that ^.s covered^by vegetation situated on or near the bank of a stream 	 '
or atlYer waiver body, expressed iri percentage of toL•al basin area,
In the study area it is area of shrubs. and trees an staamps, marshes,
and seasoa^ally-f^.oaded depressions. The rants of riparian vegetation
have constant access to 'water .arid thereby affect streamflow, particularly
intermediate. and low flow, by affecting rates 'of evapotranspiration.
The roots can either withdraw water directly from a stream or intercept
water moving through the grow:od to a stream. Riparian vegetation was
not-used previously in estimating streamflow character^.stics. Tn same 	 '
areas riparian vegetations has a unique spectral xesponse,. that can be
detected in Landsat imagery for winter months.
Combined agricultural and urban. land use (Uau) is fields, pasture,
buildings, roads,. and sand pits, expressed in percentage of total basin
area. In .the study area it is all areas not covered by. either forest
.	 -	 ^	 .-.r ...., hr.^-	 TTn .,+-f-.,,.,..^- rr+. r. mo.io i-.^ r.^^f-r-. r.M-i^T .y -'^o l:n car. ..S-^-^r^nd-or-is}-'. r.
Image Analysis
	 .
To make a quantitative test at the inferred relationships lzetween
streamflow and selected Uasin characteristics derived from Landsat 	
}
imagery the basin characteristics:are -first measured, and then used in an
analyt^.c experiment. l:igure 3 shows the key steps-in this analysis.,
Figure 3.--(caption on next- page} belongs near here.
f.;Zoud--free. ^.mag,ery f.or each season is selected Exam catalogued Landsat
data. The imagery is 3.nspected-to estimate the ease pf isolating the
selected characteristics Pram a single band, or a combination of bands,
over one or more seasons. Characteristics such as forest are- then
isolated and extracted. The xelative area of each cha2acteristic in
each basin is then measured. After image analysis, the characteristics
derived from La^^dsat .data are merged with au avai^.able matrix of map--
derived basin characteristics. The nec,^ matrix is then correlated with
a matrix of streamf^.aca' characteristics- by a technique of multiple re-
gression.
During 3.mage an^3.ysis, effoxt was concentrated within the 2Q gaged
basins. A mask was used tp black-gout all of an a.n^age except the areas
within the bas^.ns. The basin mask was prep axed by transfexxing the
basin boundaries Pram topographic maps to.opaque film. The opaque. layer
of. this film was then removed from the area enclosed by the boundaries.
Geographic control paints t+rere then added. to allow reg^.stration of the
mask with imagery having; a scale-of l:I,QQQ,fldO.
i
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Figure 3.--Flow diagram of technique for improving equations used
to estimate streamflow characteristics. Forest areas
are extracted from Landsat image 1079-15]33, are meas-
ured basin by basin, and are added to characteristics
used previously in developing regression equ::tiuns.
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^,^^,^^UCIBILITY OF TAB
i ^I^AL PAGFt IS POOR
^}
^^
^Aianual extractions of forest and water were prepared as guides
to automated image analysis usi^xg multispectral image analysis systems 	 `"
and using photography. A positive film transparency of band_5 of image
1079-15133 was overla^.n ^,rith Zrhe Basin mask and a cleax film was placed
aver the mask. The distribution of the selected basin characteristic
was estimated visually and draran^on the clear film by subjectively
applying criteria of film density, texture, shape, and terrain post-
Lion relative to the drainage pattern. Areas believed to meet the
criteria were inked-in to complete the extraction.	 _
Seasonal changes that might. be useful in identifying and extract-
a
ing basin characteristics were detected by time-lapse processing of two 	 s,
ar mare images of the same scene (Serebreny and otlzers, 1974). Color
r.
displays made of a magnified part ofC image 1079-15133 of October l0,
1972, and of image ll$7--1514-0 of O'anuary 26, 1973, using ESIAC
(Electronic Satellite Image Analysis Console. at Stanford Research
Institute) revealed that riparian vegetation could be distinguished from
upland hardwood forest in the winter image of basin 014$5000. Values_-
of scene radiance.. along a cU.rsor trace through the image of the basin
indicated that the variation in film density (directly related to scene
radiance) was just large enough .to isolate ripaxian vegetation by equi-
dansitome^ry.
P.hotomechanical.ex^ractions were made of, forest, riparian`veg-
etatzon,-and water using one or^more bands of images 1079-15133 and
120515141 of February 13, 1973:' The film density^of a selected basin
	
,
characteristic throughout the image:w^s measured along with the density
of Selected steps in the image gray sca^.e. A suitable range in density
was selected for isolating the Characteristic and was specified for
photochemical, control .in a' high-quality graphzc arts photogra^ihic lab-
oratory. The laboratory used suitable density-isolating films to pro-- 	 `
..	 ^	
'
duce binary extractions in .the form of photographic transparencies.
Two or more of these transparencies can form a composite ax sandwich
3
that reduces unwanted or spurious data while isolating the desired 	 '
basin characteristic, The photomechanical extractions used in this
investigation were produced in the laboratory that is part of the
1
Autographic Theme Extraction System of the Earth Resources Observation
.	 ^
Systems program of the Department of Interior (Smith, 1973).
	 1
Measurement of the relative area of each characteristic in a gaged
basin was made photometrically. .Light fram^a photographic enlarger was
focused upon an integrating - photometer. The basin mask teas introduced
between the light source and photometer. The -total illum^,nation pass--	 I
.	 ing through the transparent area-inside a basin boundary an the mask is 	 I
a measure of the total area of the basin. A photomechanical.extraction
with transparent areas representing the basin characteristic was then 	 t
9
i 	 `^
registered with the .mask, The fatal illumination passing .through bath.. 	 ,
.basin mask and extraction is a measure of the area of the basin character-.
istic only. the ratio of illumination measurements was expressed as
_:
percent o.f basin covered by the selected basin .characteristic. The
photometric enuipment was calibrated by introducing circular hales of 	 ^
.
known diameter between the light source aiid the photometer`.
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Table 2.-^--Basin characteristics derived from Landsat 1 imagery.
Area of basin covered by given ch.3racteristic,
ir^^ percent of total . l^asin
^.
axe:
5tatzon forest	 Water ^.	 Riparian ^	 Comb3^ted	 i
'vegetation agr. and uriian
numbsz
(Uf) ^	 (Uta) (Urv)
,
(Uau)
a
01483200 43.6 _	 1.1 52.8 55.3
	 I
"	 '014835D0 ].4.2 D.0 ^ 21..0 85.8	 1
D1484300 29.6 1.8 6.1 68.6-
014845D0 ,23.9 ^0.0 3.9 76.1
01485000 40.8 O.D 11.9 59.2
01485500 79.4 0.0 5.4 20.6
D1486DOO 67. 4 D.0 1D.s 32.6
D148650D 39.4 0.'7 0.8 59.9.
	 ''
01487000 29.3 0.0 3.5 70.7
01487500 ^	 59.7 1.0 2.4 39.3
D1.488500- 32.3. 0.0 18.0	 ^ b7.7
0.1489DDD 1.9.5: O: D 3.0 80.5
0149DODD 55.2 D.9 3.6 43.9
01491D00 40.4 D.4 39.1. ^`59.2
D 149200 q 36..2 0. D 3.0
^^
63.8	 ^	 1
01.492500. 31..3 0.0 13.8 G8.7	 1
01493000 23.3 0.8 35.6 75.9
01493500 6.0.. 0.O b:7. 94.0
0 1494000 2D.z o. D 18 .a 79.$
0157900D
'.
21..3 O. D . 32r 2 78.7
-
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I	 C11AliACTNRZSTIGS T'RO^i MAPS AND CLIi^fATOLOGZCAL RECORDS
-;	 i
i^^^	 The tt,^elve physiographi.c and' climatic characteristics used a,n the
regression analysis that was-part • of the evaluation .for Maryland- and
AeZaware {T^'arrest and Wall^ex, 1970) include the . following:
A, drainage area, in square miles, contributing to surface^runof.f,
s	 - derived from topographic 'maps and shown in the latest . U. S..
Geological Survey strearnflow report,.
I
S, main channel slope, in feet per mile camp^:;ed by the 85- to
10--percent meL• had (Benson, 1962) ,	 .
L, stream length, in miles, measured along the main channel from
gage to basin divide,
E, mean basin elevation , in feet above mean sea level, measured
from topographic maps by the gr yd.sampl^ng method (20 to 80
paints in basin were sampled),
5t, area of lal^es, ponds; and scaamps,. in percent. of contributing.
drainage ax ea, measured by the grid sampling method,
^', forest. area, in percent of contributing drainage area, meas- 	 '^	 ^^
ured by the gr^.d sampling methods,
Si, so^i1 index, a relative measure of potential maximum.infi]:txa-
tiara capacity in-inches, estimated from data provided by the
i
U.S. Sozl Conservation Service,
3
P, mean annual precipitation in'inches, from The National Weather
	
Service "C7.ii^ates. of States • "	 p	 ggrid.sam lzn method-used on ^..
^.^
j
isnhyetal maps,	 ^
i	 i
.:
^' '	 _26_ '. i
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.I	 ^I24,2, precipL^atian intensity; maximum 2^+-hour rainfall, in	 _i
i,^r	 ^	 inchas, expected an - the average of once every 2 yeazs;
c-.c
	
^	 estimated from U.S. Zdeather Bureau Technical^Paper 29,
	
a
i
Sn, mean annual snowfall, in •inches, from The National Weather	 -
	
7	 ^	 ^	 ^	 -
Service, "C1.zmates of States,"
s
j_ T1, mean minimum•,7anuary temperature, in degrees Fahrenheit,
	
^	 ^	 I	 _
	1	 from The National Weather Service, "Climates of States," and
T7, mean maximum July temperature, in degrees Fahrenheit, fram
.	 _
The National Zdeather Service, "Climates of States." 	 .^
>^
Values for these twelve_ basin characteristics for each of the 	 '
20 gagedbasizs.s used in this investigation are available fram the
l
L.S. Geological Survey computer file, StreamflowfBasin Character- 	 {
istics, and are published in previous deports (Forrest and Walker,
1970). The hydrologic significance of . each basin characteristic
is discussed in previous reports (Benson, 1962; Thomas and Benson,
.	 1970). Identical values were used in this investigation az^d in
the orig^.nal streamflaw data evaluation {Forrest and Walker, 1970).
3
i
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R1;G1tESSION A1^ALYS^S
^,,^	 Re^.ations between streamflow characteristics {dependent variables) 	 ,
c. t
and drainage basin characterisL-ic$ {independent .variables) were-derived
by mu^.tiple linear regress^.an analysis. This analysis. provides^an equa-
Lion of the statistical relation between a streamflow characteristic
and selected basin characteristics. It also provides a measure of the
accuracy of the relation ,defined for the sample papulation {known as
E
	
	
the standard error of bhe estimate of the dependent variable, or s^.mply
standard error of^estimate}. The standard error of estimate i,s a meas-
^	
^
ure of the spread of the data about the line of relation. It is a sta-
tistical parameter such that the value of the st^eamflow characteristic
ti
estimated t^.th the equation for 2-out of 3 gaging stations will, on the
average, plot within one standard error of the curve of rel.atian. In
	
	
^
i
addition the value for 19 out of 20 gaging stations will plot within
i
two standard errors of the curve.
i.
I^.equatians are calculated far each of the 40 streamflaw character-
	
^,<^	 istxes using the 2D gaged basins in the study area and 12 basin character-
. ^:s
istics derived from maps vn1y, then these equations are comparable tv the
equations derived in streamflow p^og^am evaluation for^Mazy^.and and
Delaware (I'orrest and S+fallcer, 197x) and constitute a control group for
experimentativ^.. The standard error of estimate will provide a measure
of the accuracy of the equation. Yf equations are then calculated far
each of the 40 streamflaw characteristics from the same 20 gaged basins,
.
the same 12 mag^-derived basin characteristics, and ^ basin character--
i
t	 istics derived from T,andsat imagery in the same analysis, then these{
^	 equations constitute an exgeritnental group for testing characteristics
derived from ^,andsat. The. new standard error of estimate caill provide
a measure of the accuracy of the new equation. Any reduction in the
standard error of estimate betraeen a new or experimental equation and
an old ar control equation represents an increase in the accuracy of the
estivate of that particular streamflow characteristic.. Tha improvement
is due solely . to including basin characteristics derived from Landsat
imagery.
I
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Calculations required for 'the stepforward,regression analysis were
- ;:
i=^ 7	 performed by digital computer usir ►g a group of computer programs known4_i	 ,
as STATFAC. The pragram graup eliminated any indefinite values from the
dependent variables, , added a very sma11, constant- (0.0001) to those var-
fables which might be expected to go to zero and transformed all dependent
variables and four independent variables to their logarithms. Program
D009^, Plultiple Linear Regression (stepfarward), first provided the follota-
1
ing statistical parameters: means, standard deviation, and correlation
.matrices of. all variables.
r
	
	
The Stepfprward p.ragram computed a seC of equations by starting with
the most effective independent variable then addang the next most effec--
I
five variable and additional variables until the accuracy of the equation
i
was not significantly improved by any addita.onal variables.. After com- 	 ^	 !
guting each equati.on.it provided. several parameters including regression
.constant and cpeffcients, multiple correlation coefficient, standard
. error of estimate of the dependent variable; and percent of the total sums 	 ,.
of squares of the dependent variable-that-are ..explained. In addition,
the program tabulated the observed., the calculated, and the residual of
leach streamflow characteristic {dependent variable) for-each of-the 20 	 ^,	 ^
.basins.	
,
I
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The streamflaw characteristics (dependent variable) used in the
^'^
f	
regression analysis for the streamflow data evaluation for Maryland andt
^'7c
Delaware (Forrest and Taaltter, 19T^0) were defined at .7.05 gaging stations
and include - the full range of f7.ow. ^Tn computing these characteristics,
frequency curves were not extrapolated bey gnd twice the length^of
^,	 record. These characteristics include the followin
l	
g
PT, annual flood peals, ^ in cubic feet per second, `of T-year recur-^
rence interval; the recurrence interva7,s of 2, 5, 1D, 25, and
SO years. are denoted in this report as i'2, P5, P10,.P25, and
P5D respectively,
QA, mean annual discharge, in cubic feet per second, defined as
^	 the mean of the annual means,
SDA, standard. deviation of mean annual discharge, in cubic feet per
f
}	
dsecan ,
QM, mean discharge fnr the M-calendar-month, in cubic feet per
3,,
second; .the M refers tv the .numerical order of the month-begin-
Wing with .7anuary as 1,
SbM, standard deviati,^n of mean discharge for M-calendar-month, in
cubic feet per second,- the M refers to the numerical order`
i
of the month beginning with January as 1,
MD, T, 7.ow-f^ota characteristics are the annual minimum D--day mean
	 {
f7.ata for T^year recurrence interval, in cubic feet: per second,..
F	 VD,^, flood volume characteris^:ics are_ the annua7.,ma.mum D-day ^.i
mean .flow- for' T--year recurrence .interval., 3.n. cubic feet per
3
_^	 second., and
:.. i X50,. discharge, xn -cubic feet per second, :exceeded 5D percent of	 - :,.
the time.	
.
_:
i.
^L..
i
^	 ^
._
i
	^	 Values for the ^+0 stream law characteristics for each of the 20
	
^^'^ ^	 gaged^basxns used in this investigatian are available from the U.S.. 	 .
Gealagical Survey computer fa.le, Btreamflaw/Basin Characteristics.
.	 Identical values t,^ex'e used in this investigation and ^.n the original
stream low dada evalua^ian (Forrest and Wallcer, 1970). ,
i,<•t(.. f
ItBGRESSI4N BQUATlONS
Tables 3, 4, and 5 summarise the results of the multiple regression
analyses. These analyses defined mathematical equations of the farm:
log Y. ^ b{^.> log X{1} + ^ (2) 'lag: X(z).., + b(n) l.og x{n) + 'a + b (n+i)
. X(n-F^.} + b (n+2) X(n+2) ... -l- b (m) X(m}
	 .
ar ^.ts equivalent farm: 	 ,
'Y ^ X(1) b ^^')x(^)b (2) ...X(n)b (n) 1p (^ + b (n+1) X(n+l) + b (n+2)
X (n+2) ... ^+ b (m) X (m) )	 .
where Y represents.a streamflow characteristic, X(I^} to X(tn) represent
'_.^asin characteristics (whore numbers in parentheses designate numeric
order in a sera.es}, a represents the regress^.on constant, b(l) to b(m)
represent regression coefficients. In the program group, X(1) through
X{n) were log transformed while X(n+^.} through X(tn} were not iog trans-
formed prior to calculating equations, Basin character^,stics (independ.ent
variables). such as drainage area (A) and stream length (L) which have a
larger range ].n values than othex independent variables for the 20 basins
were lag transformed. Those with a small zange were not lag transformed.
No consideration was given in tlia.s study to the appropriateness of a
regression model using solely logarithmic transforms, or L-o the reasan-
ableness of the exponents of characteristics included in derived aqua--
tiaras. Rather, a si:Tnple test to isolate effects of characteristics de-
rived from Landsat by adda^ng them to an existing data matrix and observing
the changes ^n derived ea "^^^^nc rase nor^nr,n aA
--34-
In the tables the first column indicates the streamflow character--
astir. In tables 3 and ^+, the , secand column presents the number of 	 '
basins out of 20 that ^,rere used in the regression analyses « The next	 F
set a^ calU^.ttns show the computed .regression constant end the regression
coefficients far those independent variables found to be statistically
significant at the 95 ' pErcent level., and which significantly improved
the accuracy of the equation..
,.^. _
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•	 Tab1e 3..--Control gxo.up equations relating streamflow charactexiatica to physiograp'faic and climatic
	
characteristics of .drainage Uasina as determined fxom maps and climato7.ogical xecords: 	 •
i Y -- A (1)
Sb{2) Lb(3) hb{4) iD {a -E- bC5)SC -!- b(6)T -i- b(7)5i -h b(8}P -^- h(9)T24,2 -t- b {1D)Sn -[- b{11)TZ a- b(12)x7)
i
E1aw
	
Number	 Regress-
cEiarac--	 of basins	 ion	 •^	 Regression coefficient for indicated basin characteristic 	 '
terist3c	 used	 canatant
a	 A	 5	 L	 ^	 St	 F	 Si	 P	 I24,2	 5n	 T1	 T7
P2	 20	 3.666	 D.8D6	 0.618	 -0.963'
E5	 20	 10.Dfi5	 0.754	 -D.183	 .
P10
	
20	 14:931	 0.727	 -0,198
P2S	 18	 --21.546	 0.447	 -O.OD7	 0.280
^	 PSD	 9	 -40.155	 4.499	 0.492 .
to
^	 QA	 18	 -1:581'	 0.984
	
D.188	 0.387
SDA	 18	 -D:415	 1.419.
Q10	 18	 -4.209	 D.908	 .
Qll	 18	 -2:003.	 a. 961-	 0.432	 D.D34
Q12	 18	 --1.G9D	 1.022	 0.272	 0.364
Q1	 18	 1.474.	 1.031	 0.131	 4.289
Q2	 18	 -D.891	 1.414	 ^'^	 0.425
Q3	 18	 --1.159	 1.418	
^ ^
	 0.032	 •
Q4	 18	 -U.763	 -0.98D	 ^ ^	 0.291	 ^ .
Q5	 18 .	 4:43 6	 .0.973
C{i ^
4	
^'ti Ud	
--
rr-=
Table 3.--Control soup equaCians relating streamflow characteristics to physiographic and c.Limat3c
characteristics af. drainage basins as determined from maps and climatological records-CanCinued.
Y = Ab(1) Sb(2) Lb(3) Eb(4)IO (a -^- b(5)St + b(6)F -F b{.7}51 ^- h(B)Y -E- h(9)T24,2 ^- b(14}Sn -1- b(11)TZ -h b(12}T7)
F1oW
dharac-
Number
of basins
Regress-	
Regression caeEficient forian indicated basin characteristic
teristic used constant
Y - a	 Q	 S	 L	 R	 5t F	 Si	 P 124,2 5n	 T1	 T7
• Q6 1B: -0.141	 0.987 .
Q7 18 --0.162	 0.917 --
QB 18 -0.078'	 1.028	 ..	 ^ .
Q9 18 --2:866	 O.B60 O.S98 0.043	 ,k
j' SD14 1B' -3,G57	 0.951 0.112
.,. SD11 1B -0.318	 1..069
9D12 1B --0.308	 1..116 -
^'^ SD1 18 --0.1B5^	 1.OB9
^`^^"^ 5D2 1B d. 228	 1.083 -0.023
^ ^ sn3 i8 -2.529	 1.049 O.OB9	 -0.4.66
. ^ ^
€	 ^^
SD4 1B -0.162	 1.040
^ •
C] ^ 5D5 18 -0.261	 1.035
•
^ SD6 1B. -0.935	 2.052^
is
^ ^ 5D7 1B ^1.01G	 0.973 0.042
^ ^ SD8 18 -0.154	 1.150
^
.
^,
i
^—
i
'
^	 ^t.
s	 - e
1 Tabke 3.--Control group equations relatfng streamPkow characterist3.cs to.physiographfc and c7.imatfc
^
Y
charactexistfcs of drainage basins as detarmined^from maps and climatological records-Continued,
b(1} b(2) b(3) b(4) (a -F b{5)St -F b(6)F -t- b (7)Sf d- b{8)P ^E- b(9)7:24,2 -F b(10)5n ^#- h^11}T1 -H b(k2)T7)
_
Y=A 5	 L	 ^	 k0
Fkow Number Regress-- Regression coefffciont far fnd'fcated basin characteristic
charac— of basins• ion
L•erist;Cc used constant.
Y a A 5	 L	 E	 St F	 Sf	 P	 7:24., 2	 Sn	 Tl	 T7
5D9 k8 --0.342 U.914 0.059 --D.y7$
M7,2 . 17 --k.3$9 1.953
Zf7,10 16 --4.857 ^ 4.957 .
M7,2U 15 -24.15k 4,279 5.704	 •.
^
^-- -
V3,2 l0 0.77Q 1.080 .
V3, 25 k0 i.00k 1.327 —0.068
V7,2
V7,7,0
V7,25
D50
i
k7
l7
10
11
4
0.626
0.97.9
U.900
X0.451
1.071
1.058
1.131
1.691
-	 T _._
i
r--
•^
i
-
'
^.
fable 4.---experimental group equations relating streamElaw characteristics to physiographic And climatic characteristics
f
i^--	 -	 -
of drainage basins as determined from.maps, c7.imatolpgical records, and Landsat imagery.
{l}3b(2)hb(3)Eb(4)l^(a ^E- b(5)St -E- b{6)F ^- bC7)Si ^1- b(8)P -M b {9)124,2 -^ bC10)Sn -^ bCll)Tl i- b(12)T7 + b(13)Uau -^- b(iG)i!f -h b(15)iTry -F b(16)Uw)- Ab
Plaw 1lumber ...Regress-- Regression coefficient for indicated basin characteristic '
charac- of basins ion
teristic ^	 used constant•
Y a A•	 S T..	 ^	 St 1^	 Si	 P	 I24,2	 5n ^1	 T7	 IIau Uf	 Ury IIw	 .
P2	 ^ 20 4.yy1 D.717 D.S14 --tl:0tl8	 -4.fl83 4.009 -D:148
P5 20 5..349 0.9b4	 0.570 -4.092 -0.256
P10 20 -5.331 0.569 -0.126 0.153 -0.246
': ^!,	 P25 18 --21.546 0.447 --0.0D7 0.280 '
.	 ^
-P50 9 -44.155. 0.499 0.492
QA la -1.582 0.98k 0.188. 0.387
SAA 18 --4.4IS L 019 -
Q14 18 -0.209 6..908 O ^	
-
Qll 18 0. Q49 4.999 -fl.004 ^
^
^ ^i	 Q12 18 --1,-640 1.422: D. 272- 4.364 t^-f O
Ql 18 -1:074 1.431 0.131 4.289-+^
Q2 18. -0:841 Z. 014 4.025
^
fit?
Q3 18 -1.159 1.018 0.032 ^ ^-+
^Qk 18 -0.753 0.980 0.291 ^	 ^
cbj ^
„^^	
-	
,.	 _
__
•Y
^'^ - 'Fable 4.--Experimental group equations relating streamflaw characteristics to physiographic and climatic characteristics
""f
of .drainage basins as determined Pram maps, cZimatoiogical records, and I,andsat imagery-Continued.
b(1,) b(2)	 b(3} b(4)	 (a -E- b(5}St ^i- b{6)E -E- b(7}Si ^+- b{$)P -N b(9)z24,2 -^- b(10}Sn -M b(li)T1 ^ b(i2)T7 -t^ b(l3)Uau -^ b(14}Uf -F b{15)Ury -^- b(16}Uw)
l	 Y ° A S	 F,	 -'E 10
Flaw Number Regress-
chase-- of t^as3ns ion Regreaeian coefficient for indicated basin characteristic_
terisCic used constant
i.-	 -	 -
i
Y a A	 S	 L ^	 St	 F	 Si	 P	 I24,2	 5n	 Ti T7	 Uau	 13f	 Ury	 Um
Q5 18 0.036 0.973 .
Q6 i8 -0.122 Z. 048 0.007 -0.011
M-------
Q7	 ^ is -o.a76 0:998 -0.009
Q8 I8 -1.393 .1:024 O.k25 »0.003
w Q4 Z$ -0.022 0.964
-0.008	 0.154
.n
^	 5D10 18 3.457 0.952 -	 0.112
SDIi 18 -0.328 1.-069
SD12 18 -0.308 1.11b
sal ^s -a,lko 1.074 0.077
`'	 SD2 i8 -0.258 1.073 0.004	
=	
_....... _..
SD3 Z$ -2.529 1.049 0.089	 --0.466
SD^t 18 -0.1.62 .1.040
SD5 18 -0.261 1.035
SD6 18 -0.935 2.052
SDT 18 -0.$19. .0.996 0.007	 ^	 ,
i.
SDB. 18 -0.154 1.250 ^	 -
. 
4
^	 _: _
j
^^
Table 4.--F,xperimental.graup equat^nns relating^streamflaw characteristics to phyaiograph3.c and Climatic characteristics. 	 •
- •of drainage basins as determined from maps, climatological records, and I.andsat imagery-Continued.
Y 
^ Ab(T) Sb(2)hb(3} Rb(4)^0 {a -F b(5)St -h b(6)F -h b(7)Si -F b(8)i' -h b(9)7:2^r,2 -F b(10)5n -f- b(ll)Tl -!- b(12)T7 -^- b(13}IIau -r b(1G)Uf -Y h(15)Ur y -F b(lfi)iiw)	 ^
Flaw Number Regress- Re6resaion coefficient far indicated basin characteristic
chaxac- of basins ion	 .
teristic used constant '
Y a A	 S I, ^	 St	 F	 53	 E	 224,2	 Sn	 Tl	 T7	 Uau	 Nf	 Ury	i1w
5â9. l8 --0,342 0.914 4.D59	 -0.478	 .
h17,2 17 -95.503 2.121 -0.015
M7,10 1& 4.76D 5.543 D.t105	 -0.008
M7, 20 1.5 --24.151 4.279 5.704	 .,,_,.T,
o V3,2 10 0.856. 1.085 ^ ;0.183
V3, 25 1.0 1.001 1.327 -0':OfiB
v7,a i7 0.61 i.D47 —o.a^z
_ C^ p
V7,7:0 17 0:919 1..058
1^	
-
V7,2S 10 1.04$ 1.148 -0.002	 p ^.	 '--0.097
D50 ll -0:451 1:697. [`^ ^^
^^^
I'
_
^^
_	 ^
w
•	 i
`..
^`a3^lc^ r.---Co^ip;^r^.:^on. of enuata^ons as to ch^.nge i.n st.anrlard error a^ est^.ma^e o^ the strea:n£lotr cl^arac^ter--
ist^,c resulting from use of handsat- derived basin characteristics..
S. E.: Standard error, zn'percent.
G S. E.: Improvement .in standard error, zn percent, caused by addition o^ Landsat^derived
characteristics.
Flora Tridependent variables S:E., d S.E. ,
^	 c.hax'ac- incl^adeci in log units in pezceni:: a in percent
teristic
Y . ConCro]. group	 Experimental.grQUp Control Exper. Control Exper. _	 -
P2 . A; ^; 3;24, 2	 A;	 E;	 F;	 P;	 U^;	 iT;a 0.1.59 0.092 37.4 21.2 43.3	 ^^
_	 ^	 P5 A; P A;	 S;	 F;	 ^Jea 0.197 0.134 46.5 31.5 32.2
^	 X1:0 A; ^ ^1; P; ^7; Uw 0.205 0.149 49.0 34.9 28.8
P25 A; F; I7	 A; F; T7 0.1.54 0.154. 3G.3. 36.3
P50
^,
A; T7 A;	 3'7 0.229 0.229 51. ^. 53., ].
QA A; 1^; 124, 2	 A;	 E;	 I21}, 2 0.054 D. 054 3.2.8 12.8 - -
S^A A A 0.088 0.088 20.1 2D.1
^^	 Q10 A A 0.149 D.149 28.$ 28.8
Q11 A; I24,2; Sn	 A; Uf 0. D9$ 0.1.11. 23,0 25.8 1.Z.2b	 .
Q12 A;. E; I24,2	 A; E; I24,2 0.045 0.045 10.2 10.2
QZ A; ^; 124, 2
	
A;	 E;	 3:24, 2 . D. D47 0.047 10.8 10.8
Q2 A; P A; P 0.054 D.054 12.8. 12.8
Q3 A; P A; P 0.062 0.062 14.3 3.4.3 —
L y	 _
Table S.--Comparison of equations as to change in atanilaxd error of est^.ma^e of the streamflaca character-
istic resulting from use, of .Zandsat-derived basin characteristics-Oantinued.
S. E.:	 Standard ,error, in percent.
^ S. ^.:	 Tmpr.ovement in standard error, in .percent, caused by addition of Dandsat-derived
characteristics.
I'lor,^ Independent variables S.E. ,
,.
^ S.E.,
charac-• included in Iag units in percent_a in percent
teriStlC3.
'
Y Control group	 Experimental gLOUp Control. - Exper. Control Exper.
Q4 A; I24,Z	 ^	 A;	 I24,2 0.078 0.078 17.1 _-17..1
Q5 A A 0.120 0.220 28.0 .28.0^
^^ Rb ^ A;	 T'; Uf 0.153 0.097 3G.2 22.8 37.0
Q7 A A;	 TJf 0.238 0,1b8 57.2 39.6 30.8
Q8 A A; I24,2; Uf 0.134 0.^.0G 31.5 24.5 21.9
Q9 A; X.24,2;	 Sn	 A; Uf; Uta 0,136 0.102 31.9 23.8 25.4
SD10 A; Tl.	 A; T1 0.159 0.1.59 37. Z 37.2
'	 ^	 511 'A A 0.165 0:165 39.0 39.0
SD12 A A 0.139 0.139 32.5 32.5
SD1 A A; Uta 0.083 0.073 1.9.3 17.0 11.9
SD2 A; Sn	 A; Uf 0.102 0.101 23.8 23.5	 ^ 1.3
..__.
... ^ :_
Taa1e 5:---Compurisan of equations as to change in standard error of estimate a^ the stream law character-
- ist.ic resuxting Tram use of Landsat-derived basin cltaracteristics--Continued.
S. ^.:	 Staudaxd error, in percent.
p S. E.:	 Improvement in standard error, percent, caused by addition a^ I,andsat--derived
c^.aracteristics.
^'locr
'
independent ^v'axiab^.es ^ S;E., L^ S. D.,.	 .
c^arac- inclur^ed in log units in percent a in percent
texistxc
Y Control group	 Experimental group Control Exper. Control
	
Exper.
sD3 A; P; 224,2	 A; P; I24 ,2 0.084. 0.084 x.9.4	 -	 19.4 ^	 '
i	 SD4 A.. A 0.0$8 0.088 Z0.1	 .2Q:.]:	 .. l
w
^	 SD5 A A	 ^ D.106 .0.106 24.6	 24.6
SD6 L T^ 0.158 0.158 37.0	 37.D '
SD7 A; 5n	 A; Uau 0.225 0.213 54.0	 50:$ 5.9	
-	
^----
SD8 A A 0.160 0.160 37.5	 37.5
SD9 A; E;	 5n	 A; E;	 Sn	 ^ Q.158 0.158 39.5	 39.5
^f7,2 L L; Uf 0.482 0.388 136	 102 25.D
M7,1Q L ^L;	 ^';	 Ui 1.220 0.825 No meaningful equation.
117,20 L;'. ^24, 2 ^,;	 I24,2	 ', 1.264 1,264 No meaningful equation
V3,2 A A; Una 0'.127 0.051 29.5	 12.0 59. 3
^^^^^
r^:^ .
•,,
Tab?e S.--Cor^pariso.n of actuations as to Chanbe in standard error of estimate o€ the streamflow character-
.	 ~istic resulting from use o^ Landsat- derived basin characteristics-Continued.
S. E.:	 Standard error,. in gercent.
^ S. E.:	 Improvement in standard error, :in percent, caused b^ addition of Landsat-derived
characteri.s^ics.
I'lota	 Independent variables ^	 S'.E., d S.E. ,,
charac-	 included in lag units in percent`s in percent
teristic
Y	 Control group	 Experimental group 	 Central E^:per. 	 Control E^:per.
V3, 25	 A; St
	 A; St 0.112	 0.112 26.1 26:1 '
--	 ^	 V7, 2	 A	 A;	 LTTJ 0.088
	 0.073 20.1 17.0 ^ ^ 15.4
^	 V7, 10	 A	 A 0.114	 0.114 2G.4 2G.4
V7, 25
	 A	 A; ^'; The 0.094
	 0.048 21.9 10.$ 50.7
r	 _
D50	 L	 L 0.181	 0.181 42.8 42.8
a Standard error, in approximate equivalent percent, calculated dram standard error in ^---^---'-
•	 lagarithm^.c units (`Thomas and Benson, 1970, p. 31).
b Standard error increased by 12.2 percent; equation net improved,
^	
r x	 ^	 -
---
^.
P
^ :.,
^.;7
cis
Table 5 summarizes the differences betwQen independent variable:;
:included in the ^antrol and in the experimental equations. The standard
error of each equaL-ion is given in logarithmic units and a7.so 3n approx-
imate equivalent percentage. The percentages are actually the arithmetic
averages of the plus and minus percentages about the mean calculated from
-the stand2.x-d error in log una.ts.. Thus, an average standard error of 24.4
ptarcezi.-t represents a deviation+. of 27.3 percent on the plus side and 21.5
percent on the-minus side of the mean of the streamflaw characteristic
(Benson., 1962). The last column shows the change in standard error where
one oz mare variables derived front Landsat here included in the expezimen-
tat group of .equations. The change is expressed as a percentage of .the
old (control group) standard.errax ^n log units. 	 '
The value of the. change is given for all equations computed except
the 7-day, 10--year Iola flaw, and the 7-day, 20-year la^^t flow. The Stan-
dard arrays for these equations were not si^,mificantly 1^ss than the
standard devi.at^ans of the values of the dependent variables..
Aft a^provement in the accti^racy of the control, group equations is
considered substantial when there is at least a 10=percent recluctivn in
the standard error of estimate of the control, group equations by includ-
ing basa..rt characteristics derived from Landsat ^.^nagary. Table 5 shows
that the. standard errors of 15 out of G^0 equations iaere changed. Fourteen
equations were iztpraved and one equaeion. teas n.at improved. Among the
14 equations improved, ^.? E,7er^ improved by at: least 10 percent.
Y
1A
0
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OCCURRNAICE OF VARIABLES ZN EQUATIONS
^ ^^^
	
	
Table 5 shows that variables derived from Landsat were ^.ncluded 1$
times in -the experimental group equations. The most often ussd var--
fables were forest and water as indicated below:
i
Streamflow
	
Number of times that
characteristic	 Total Number	 indicated variable
group	 of equations	 occurred in equations
	
Uau	 Uf	 Uxv
	 Uw
H^,gh ^
	
l0	 0	 1	 0	 6	 ^
Average	 14	 D	 5	 ^	 3.
Low	 ^	 3	 0	 2	 0	 0
Varxabil^.ty	 13	 Z	 Z	 ^	 1
t
All characteristics 	 40	 1	 9	 ^	 8
Forest, Uf, was included in 5 out of 14 equations fox streamflow char--
acteristics describing average flora. The coeff^,cients (table fit) fox
forest are xiegarive and imply an inverse relation betcaeen forest cover
and mean monthly streamflow for . summer and early fall months in the
study area. Forest was also included in 2 out of 3 equations for low
flows. In both. cases .the coefficients are also negative, implying an
inverse relation between forest cover anal annual minimum 7-day-meant
flow. .
--4^-
k
,_ _	 -
- --
`^
	 i
i
^,
is
;;
C,iater, tTtr, was included in G out of 10 equations for high flows,
..c^^	 in all 6 occurrences, the coefficients for water are negative, implying
an inverse relation between grater and flood peaks and volumes with less 	 ^-^
than 25^-year recurrence. tdater as defined anti measured in this invest-i.-
gation is considered to be a measure of surface water storage.
Combined agricultural and urban land use, Uau, teas included in only
1 out of 13 equations for flaw variability. Riparian vegetation, Urv,
.	
as defined and measured in this investigation was not included in any 	 ^
l
of the eq^atians for streamflatJ characteristics. 	 '
.	 1
Inferred hydrologic si.gnific .nce roes used in the initial selection
of all. basi.^i characteristics. However, the basis far including any
characteristic in an equation is primarily statistical. the inter-rela-
Lions bet^+reen the basic► characteristics along with the inability of	 i
the characteristics to completely describe a drainage basin makes tenuous
any assertions about the physical effects of the basin characteristics
i
an streamflow, Despite the inability of the relations to describe the
fundamental causes of streamflo^a variations, the basin characteristics
frequently included in the equations are numerical measures that aze 	 j
E
related to the flow variatinns.
i
i
`^
_1^7--
^	 ^	 _. _ _,_z.^.
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S`
}
,^
i•^
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Regression an.slyses were performed with both measures of forest,
F (map-derived} and EJf (Landsat-der^.ved), and surface water staxage, St
(map-derived) and Utz (Landsat-derived) , in -the data matrix. This expel-
lent was expected to result zn one measure being replaced lay ^:ha other
t•There significance was obtained. zn 3 cases (P2, Q6, and rf1, 10) how-
ever, the inclusion of Uf generated the inclusion of ^'. In, a3.1 3 cases
the exponents of ^ and Uf are of opposite sign. Because the simple corre-
lation coeffici^;nt of ^' versus Uf is 0.82, inclusion of both in the
derived equation tends to cancel their effect and makes the computed stan-
lard error suspect. A conclusion which is still valid for the 3 cases,
however, is than Uf is a more powerful characteristic than F; otherGri.se,
F would have appeared ^.n the control group equations. Edhere only Uf
appears, the standard error improvement criterion is va^.id as a demon-
stratable effect of using Landsat-derived data.
Concurrent appeara^tce of St and Uw did not occur. The simp].^ corre-
lation coefficient of St versus Uw is 0.02, and the two determinations
t^tere completely inde}aendent.
F and St mere included in, axil.y one ` control. group equation each.
In contrast to this, Uf and Uw were included iz^ 9 and 8 ex^aerimenta^.
group equations, respectively. Accaxdingly, Uf may be a more reliable
measure of forest cover in the study area than ^, and Ucstnay be a more
rel^_able measure of basin storage than St. If so, fihe frequent inclu-
sian of Uf and Uw in the experimental group equations is consistent
with the frequent inclusion o^ Fund Sfi in equations for the Potomac
In the 1'atomac River basin study, however, F zaas included in ll out	 -
s^^	 .^
^_ t	 of 14 .high flow equations and in only. 2 . out of l5 average flaw equattians.
These results appear .nconsistent with results of this investigation un-
less differences ^.n. the average physiography of- the tCaO study areas are
^^
considered. In the flat, sandy- i^^:rr^"_n a^ the De^.marva Peninsula,
forest should be more closely related to evapotransp^.ration and therefore
	
_	 to lorr flows as well as mean monthly. flows for summer and fall months.
	
•	 In the hilly, rocky terra^.n of the Potomac River basin, forest should be
1
,;;
more closely related to steep untillable slopes and therefore to.flood
i
flows .
The basin. characteristic riparian vegetation, Urv, ^caas not accurate-
ly isolated during image analysis, and it conta:i.ns considerable upland 	 ^
vegetation. This may be the principal reason why riparian vegetation 	 ^ {
was not included in any of the experimental group equations.
i
R
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SU1^I^IA1^i.Y ARID CONCLUSIONS
This study tested the usefulness of basin characteristics.derived
	 ,
,,
from T^andsat imagery far improving equations used to estimate streamflot^r
characteristics: The Delmarva ^'eninsula of Maryland,^Delaware, and
Virginia is a study area representative of rural land use in areas of
low topographic relief on the humid east coast of the United States.
Basin characteristics derived from Landsat imagery, especially forest (Uf)
and t^ater (Ura), are representative of characteristics which most readily
can be extracted from Landsat imagery by mul.tispectral image aztal:ysa.s sys-
terns employing film density-discrimination techniques; Other hydralag-
ically-significant characteristics may be extracted as remote sensing
technology improves.	 -.
The basin characteristics derived from maps and climatological reca^ds
and used in the control group of equations computed by the mu^tiple-
regression program were the same characteristics used in the original
streamflow data program evaluation (I'arrest and Walker, 1970). They covey
a wide range of characteristics found to be significant in several pre--
vious studies and inc7.ude, contributing drainage area ., main channel. slope,	 r
stream Zengt^, mean basin elevation, area of Lakes, ponds, and swamps,
forest area, soil infiltration index, mean annual. precipitation, precipita--
tion intens^.ty, snowfall, and mean minimum January and mean maximum 3uly 	 ^
temperature.
-51-
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The streamflow cha:xacteristics .^.^Lived from the records of daily
discharge of 20 gaged basins in the study area are representati^re of
the full. range in fl.ata conditions and include a1.1 of those commonly
used for design or planning purposes. They include annual flood peaks
'cai.t`^ recurrence intervals pf 2, S, 10, 25, and 50 years, mean. annual.
discharge, standard deviation of the mean annual. discharge, mean, monthly
discharges, standard dev^,atzon. of the mean monthly da.scharges, lacy--^l,aYa
characteristics, flood volume characterist^.cs, and the discharge equalled_
or exceeded SO percent o:^ the time.
These streamflow characteristics Caere related to the basin char--
acteristics of the corresponding 20 drainage basins by a technique of
multiple regression using a digital computer. A control group of equa--
tivns was computed using basin. characteristics derived from maps and
climatological records. An experimental group of equations was computed
using bas^.n characteristics derived from landsat imagery as well as from
maps and climatological records, The standard error of estimate of the
two .groups of equations teas compared to see if any reduction in standard
error.could be considered a substantial. improvement upon the original,
equations.
Based on a reducti.ort in standard error of estiu^ate equal to or
greater than 7.0 percent, the equations for 12 streamflaw characteristics
were. substantially improued by adding to the analyses basin .character^.stics
derived from l;andsat imagery. 'these improvements- are summarized in
table 6.
``	 'Table 6.--Teaelve streamflow characteristics and eorrespanding standard
i-
errors reduced by at Least 10 percent.
^^
'
• Standard ex'ror,
in. percent Cbange zn
Expert- standard error,
Control mental ^.n percent of '
Streamflaw characteristic group group control group
P2, annum. flood peak of 2-year
recurrence 37.4 21.2 43.3
'	 P5, annual flood peak of 5-year
rec^axrence 46.5 31.5
•
a
3Z.2
x'10, annus^•1 flood peak of 10-year i
recurrence 49.0 34.9 25.8
Q6, mean monthly flow far June 35.2 22.8 37.0
Q7,
,^
^^	 ^^	 ► ^	 ^^	 July 57.2 39.6 30.8.
Q8, "	 ^'	 "	 ,^	 August 31.5 24.6 21.9	 ^.
Q9, ^'	 ^^	 „	 "	 September 31.9 23.8 25:^-
SD1, standard deviation of mean ^
flaw for January 19.3 17.0 11.9
M7,2, annual m^:nimum 7 •-day mean
flow for 2-year recurrence 136 102 25.0	 `.
V3,2, annual maximum 3-day mean
flow-for 2--year recurrence
•
29.5 1Z.0 59.3
i
^'7 , 2, annual i^taximum 7--day mean.
flaw for z-year recurrence 20.1 17 .a 15 .E
.	 V7,25, annual. maximum 7-day mean
flaw for 25-year recurrence 21.9- 10.$ 50.7
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Tmpxovements occurred :^.n a^.l flotr regi^tes. The basin characteristics
t^
c-^	 dexived from S^andsat imagery that here inc^.uded most frequently an the
experimental group equations are forest, iTf, and tauter, Uw. It is possible
that these Ct^TO characteristics are more reliable measuxes of forest cover
and basin storage than F and St used in the previous streamflotr data eval-
uation for Maryland and. ]]e^.atvare (^orrest and Y^^alker, 1970) .
By comparing the. reduced standard error of each streamflotr character-
istic with the accuracy goal for that chaxaaterist^,c, it ^.s possible to
judge the degree to which some goals can be achieved by using basin char-
acteristacs derive Pram ^andsat imagezy. In those eases tahere the goals
can thus be achieved, the streamflow data collection effort can be re--
directed to axeas of higher priority.
1
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